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The local government, police, security and military forces had already received the
order to standby from the Ministry of Interior when the news of tripling fuel prices
broke, the early hours of Friday, 15th of November, 2019.1 The debate on lifting government subsidies on fuel had been ongoing for over a decade and every time the
price had increased, even by a margin, there had been long queues , scattered unrest
and chaos around petrol stations.2 In 2019, severely hit by the US maximum pressure
policy and reaching the verge of bankruptcy, the Iranian government took a bold
step to generate revenue (or at least avoid loss) in the form of subsidies on fuel.3 The
Supreme Council of Economic Coordination, which includes the heads of the three
powers of the Islamic Republic (the President, Speaker of the Parliament, and Head
of Judiciary), made the decision to triple the price of fuel.4
Already pressed by unemployment and poverty, and enraged from prevailing government corruption and mismanagement, an announcement that would inflate the
prices of other basic goods and services was received by public outrage. Popular Telegram channels, some run by locals and some by opposition activists in exile, circulated calls for demonstration and subsequently, thousands of people flooded the streets.
In many cities, protestors started turning off their cars in the middle of highways and
main roads to create blockages that symbolised the refusal to obtain fuel at the new
price. People also blockaded the entrance of petrol stations with their cars to interrupt their work.5
The street protests followed. The chants first focused on the price increase and economic hardships but soon turned far more radical, targeting the entirety of the establishment, particularly, Supreme Leader Seyyed Ali Khamenei and President Hassan
Rouhani. Nonetheless, the protests remained peaceful in almost all cities except for a
1

Iran Documentary, 2019( < )گفتگو با وزیر کشور (رحمان فضلی) درباره اعتراضات پس از افزایش قیمت بنزینhttps://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=f-aP9fDA9us&ab_channel=IranDocumentary> accessed 20 April 2021.
2

Mohammad Farzin, Dominique Guillaume and Roman Zytek, ‘Iran - The Chronicles of the Subsidy Reform’

(2011) 11 IMF Working Papers.
3

Ali Fathollah-Nejad, ‘Why Iranians Are Revolting Again’ (Brookings, 19 November 2019) <https://www.brook-

ings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/11/19/why-iranians-are-revolting-again/> accessed 27 April 2021.
4

ABC News, ‘Iran’s Supreme Leader Blames US for Protests over Fuel Costs as Mike Pompeo Voices Support for

Demonstrations’ (ABC News) <https://abcnews.go.com/International/irans-supreme-leader-blames-us-protests-fuelcosts/story?id=67342766> accessed 20 April 2021.
5

This narrative of the events is written based on a review of over 2000 videos available online and collected by

Justice for Iran.
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few isolated cases.6 In some cities, banks, petrol stations and government buildings
were damaged or burned, allegedly by protestors. These allegations, mainly made by
the government, have been contested by numerous protestors and eyewitnesses. The
witnesses believe a group of individuals unknown to the locals suddenly appeared
among the protestors, provoking them and leading them to damaging or burning
buildings, and using violence against those who opposed their methods.7
By the afternoon of Saturday, 16th of November, protests erupted in hundreds of
cities and towns.8 From the beginning, state forces were present where the protests
surged. They began firing live ammunition in the late hours of Friday, reaching its
peak on Saturday.9 At the same time, a total internet shutdown was ordered by the
Minister of Interior, in consultation with the Country’s Security Council. This drove
the entire country into total darkness in the evening of Saturday the 16th; lasting five
days until it was gradually restored by the 27th of November.10
By the evening of Monday, 18th of November, and as a result of one of the most brutal crackdowns in Iranian history, the protests were over in most cities, if not all.11
Over the course of 72 hours, the Islamic Republic of Iran’s state forces killed and
injured hundreds of protestors and other civilians. At least 7000 men, women, and
children were arrested, and tortured using cruel methods, included burning, electric
shocks and waterboarding, and some were forced to give false televised confessions.12
In response to being criticized harshly by the public, the human rights community,
and even people from the establishment (nezam), the authorities have justified the
6

Gorgan (16 November 2019); Mahshahr (17 November 2019).

7

For instance, Aban Tribunal witnesses from Behbahan, Shiraz, Karaj, Isfahan and Kermanshah confirmed in their

pre-Tribunal interviews that those who burned down banks and government buildings were not locals and had sophisticated explosives that could not have been obtained or made by ordinary people.
8

‘ اخبار استانها تسنیم-  اخبار اصفهان- گستردهتر بود88  ابعاد اغتشاشات اخیر از فتنه: | سردار جوانیTasnim’ (| خبرگزاری تسنیم

Tasnim) < https://www.tasnimnews.com/fa/news/1398/09/08/2149296/-فتنه-از-اخیر-اغتشاشات-ابعاد-جوانی-> سردار
accessed 27 April 2021.
9

The first recorded death caused by getting shot by the state forces are Hossein Aabravi, in Shahr-e Qods and

then, Javad Nazari in Sirjan. See: ‘Mapping Iran’s Bloody November Atrocities: Sirjan’ (Justice for Iran, 13 November 2020)
<https://justice4iran.org/15396/> accessed 26 April 2021.& Tribune Zamaneh,  شامگاه- لحظه کشته شدن حسین آبروی در شهر قدس
2020( ۹۸  آبان۲۴ < )جمعهhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUGie8R92sY&ab_channel=TribuneZamaneh> accessed 27
April 2021.
10

Iran Internet Shutdown, ‘A Web of Impunity: The Killings Iran’s Internet Shutdown Hid — Amnesty Internation-

al’ <https://iran-shutdown.amnesty.org/> accessed 26 April 2021.
11

Credible reports confirm the protests only in one city, Mahshahr, taking place on the 18th of November. report

of
12

‘Electric Shocks & Waterboarding Part of an Array of Torture Techniques’ <https://www.amnesty.org.uk/

press-releases/iran-mass-torture-following-brutal-crackdown-november-protests-new-report> accessed 27 April
2021.

On the one hand, some officials have claimed that state security forces had no involvement in the killing of the protestors and bystanders, as they had been killed by
“rioters”, “suspicious elements”, and “agents of foreign enemies”. On the other hand,
some other officials have acknowledged that lethal force was used against the protestors, but it has been justified by claiming that such a level of force was necessary as
the protestors posed a threat to property and life.13
Contrary to the authorities’ claims, Justice for Iran’s previous research establishes
that lethal force against unarmed protestors, who posed no imminent threat to life,
has been deployed by state forces. These forces include the police and the Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) and were also involved in the implementation
of an overall policy (determined by the Minister of Interior in consultation with the
Country’s Security Council) that gave the free hand to the local governments and local security councils to issue the ‘Shooting Order’.14
This report provides a detailed analysis of the perpetrators of the grave violations of
the right to life of protestors and other civilians by firing live ammunition, showcasing the involvements of various state forces and organs in incidents in different cities.
An organogram of the Iranian government’s institutions involved in the crackdown is
provided in Annex 4.3.
The purpose of this report is primarily a fact-finding exercise for the Aban Tribunal’s
panel, and other lawyers, to produce legal analyses, and more importantly, for the
members of the public who have the right to know the truth.

13

tehran, ‘Shoot to Kill; Preliminary Findings of Justice for Iran’s Investigation into the November 2019 Protests’

(Justice for Iran, 28 February 2020) <https://justice4iran.org/15229/> accessed 27 April 2021.
14

ibid.
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2. METHODOLOGY
This report is based on Justice for Iran’s ongoing investigation into the use of live
ammunition during the November 2019 nationwide protests in Iran.
Multiple types of evidence, large in number, have pointed to the Islamic Republic of
Iran’s state forces gravely violating the right to life of thousands of protestors by using live ammunition that left thousands dead and injured.
The findings of this report mainly rest on a visual and open-source investigation using the videos related to the use of live ammunition, as well as material obtained
from official or semi-official sources. When needed, the accounts of eyewitnesses or
victims’ families were also obtained to supplement the main evidence.

2.1. AUDIO-VISUAL EVIDENCE
Thus far, Justice for Iran has collected 2,298 publicly available videos from the protests and incidents of violence, taken by eyewitnesses and shared themselves or via
journalists, human rights organisations, and individual activists on social media,
both in real time and in the aftermath of the events. The videos confirmed protests
took place in at least 86 cities in 29 provinces (out of 31), capturing only the tip of
the iceberg of the events between the 15th to the 18th of November 2019. Images and
texts posted on social media platforms by users in Iran - mainly on Twitter and, to
a much lesser extent, on Instagram - have also been analysed for this investigation.
Out of 2,298 videos of the 2019 November protests, 310 videos caught the sound or
image of live ammunition use, or the bodies of one or more persons who had been
shot seconds or minutes prior to the recording took place, in 44 cities in 17 provinces
according to the sources on social media.15
15

The provinces and cities’ names are as following:

1)

Alborz (1. Karaj, 2. Meshkindasht, 3. Fardis, 4. Mohammad Shahr)

2)

Bushehr (5. Bushehr)

3)

Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari (6. Shahr-e Kord)

4)

East Azerbaijan (7. Tabriz),

5)

Golestan (8. Gorgan)

6)

Fars (9. Shiraz, 10. Sadra, 11. Kazerun)

7)

Isfahan (12. Isfahan, 13.Yazdanshahr)

8)

Kerman (14. Kerman, 15.Sirjan)

comparison, source evaluation and attribution analysis, the organisation has been
able to verify 149 videos so far, with 162 videos still subject to further investigation
and possible verification. For the verification of 26 videos, Justice for Iran was assisted by information provided by Amnesty International.
Out of 149 verified videos, Justice for Iran have dated and geolocated 96 videos, dated 4 additonal videos , and geolocated 23 additional videos. 26 videos have been
verified by Amnesty International (15 videos both dated and geolocated, 3 only dated, and 8 only geolocated). In total, Justice for Iran has been able to document 94
incidents in 30 cities where live ammunition was present; though, some of the 149
verified videos depict the same events.
Although high in numbers, the videos cannot be considered as ‘representative’ in
demonstrating the scale of violence, or in identifying all the institutions involved and
the extent of their involvement.
According to Yadollah Javani, the Political Deputy of the IRGC, the protests took
place in hundreds of cities, yet only videos from 86 cities are available on public
domain. 16Among the cities that lack audio-visual evidence are some of the poorest
and most deprived areas where only a very low percentage of the population possess
smart phones, have access to the internet, know how or where to post the videos.
Moreover, as the chants of protestors became more radical, state forces’ response
became more brutal, and fewer people dared to record videos in the middle of the
bloodshed.
Despite videographers putting their lives in grave danger, they were welcomed neither by the protestors nor by the government. Protestors can be heard asking videographers to cease recording in several videos, as they feared it may be used by the
9)

Kermanshah (16. Kermanshah, 17. Javanroud)

10)

Khuzestan (18. Mahshahr, 19. Khorramshahr, 20.Ahvaz, 21.Shadegan, 22.Behbahan, 23.Abadan,

24.Shoushtar)
11)

Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad (25. Lilak)

12)

Kurdestan (26.vMarivan, 27.Sanandaj)

13)

Mazandaran (28.vSari)

14)

Razavi Khorasan (29. Mashhad)

15)

Tehran (30. Shahr-e Qods, 31.Tehran, 32.Chahardangeh, 33.Melard, 34.Gharchak, 35.Andisheh,

36.Baharestan, 37.Nasim Shahr, 38.Eslamshahr, 39.Bumehen, 40.Qarchak, 41.Shahriar, 42.Parand)
16)

West Azerbaijan (43. Bukan)

17)

Yazd (44.Yazd)

16

‘ اخبار استانها تسنیم-  اخبار اصفهان- گستردهتر بود88  ابعاد اغتشاشات اخیر از فتنه: | سردار جوانیTasnim’ (n 7).
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government to identify t (as a result of the video being posted online or the phone
being confiscated by the authorities). State forces also did not want the event being
recorded as it would provide the public with indisputable evidence of a nationwide
protest against the establishment, and the subsequent mass crackdown. There are
cases of the videographers being targeted and shot by government forces.17
Most importantly, the total internet shutdown that began between 2 and7 pm on the
16th of November had a devastating effect on the streaming of the videos on social
media. Many videos concerning the events on 17-18th have never found their way
to the public domain as the videographers were too afraid of being arrested in the
aftermath of the protests, had already been arrested and their devices had been confiscated, or were just being consumed by anguish and frustration of a failed attempt
to affect meaningful political change. Many videos have been deleted by those who
recorded them, fearing they would be incriminating.
Therefore, while the videos provide invaluable evidence as part of a visual investigation, they cannot go beyond what was seen and heard within the timeframe of the
video, therefore other evidence, such as eye witness accounts are also paramount.
There are hopes that the videos that still exist on eye-witnesses’ devices will be available to researchers or to the public subsequent to a dramatic shift in political atmosphere in the future.
Bearing in mind the advantages and limitations of video evidenced as outlined above,
Justice for Iran has conducted an open-source investigation, reviewing the uniforms,
weapons and vehicles of the forces appearing in the videos and the places where protestors were shot. However, for broader investigation on the role of the civilian and
military commanders, and the authorities’ response in the aftermath of the events,
Justice for Iran had to review the materials obtained from official and semi-official
sources.

2.2. OFFICIAL AND SEMI-OFFICIAL SOURCES
Justice for Iran has thoroughly reviewed 39 audio-visual programmes about the November protests broadcast by state media outlets, as well as hundreds of pages of
official statements that have been made since. This review has aided in establishing
17

Amir Hossein Kabiri and Pouya Bakhtiari, both shot to death in Karaj on 16th November had been recording

videos from protests.

against protestors, and the deployment of such force on the ground.
The material obtained from official and semi-official sources has served as a baseline
for identifying different state forces’ uniforms, equipment and armaments, and to
identify which units or divisions of police or security forces were involved in each
incident.

2.3. ACCOUNTS OF WITNESSES
Justice for Iran has used evidence provided in the form of interviews with 16 individuals (12 eyewitnesses and 4 family members of victims as a supplementary source
of information) in order to verify the location, time and other details of the incidents
captured by videos.
The verified and geolocated videos, together with other publicly available data supplemented by the accounts of eyewitnesses and victims’ families, has been relied on
in order to identify both institutional and individual perpetrators who were involved
in the grave human rights abuses that took place during the 2019 November protests
and the aftermath.
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3. HIERARCHY OF ATROCITY
3.1. THE LEADER OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN
According to Article 110 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, the Leader is the supreme command of the armed forces, including not only the army and the
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and its Basij forces, but also the Police
forces18. As the supreme command of the armed forces, he appoints, dismisses, and
accepts resignations of the commanders of Army, IRGC, Basij and Police forces, as
well as the Chief Commander of the Armed Forces, and supervise their affairs. “Resolving differences between the three wings of the armed forces and regulation of
their relations”, “Declaration of war and peace, and the mobilization of the armed
forces” are also among the Leaders responsibilities. The Leader’s command over the
armed forces is also stipulated under the specific laws governing the armed forces.
Under Article 2 of the Law of the Islamic Republic’s Police Force, “The police force
of the Islamic Republic of Iran is an armed force under the command of the supreme
commander of forces and associated with the Ministry of Interior.” The Note to Article 2 states that the commander of the Islamic Republic’s police force is appointed by
the supreme commander of all forces, that is the Supreme Leader.
Similarly, Article 12 of the Statute of the Islamic Republic’s Revolutionary Guards
Corps states, “In accordance with Article 110 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, the supreme leadership of the Revolutionary Guards belongs to the
Leader.” Article 28 and 29 of the Statute clearly stipulate the chain of command within the IRGC. The Leader’s power to appoint and remove high ranking officials is not
limited to the armed forces. Among other officials who can be dismissed by the Leader is the Head of the Judiciary.
Established in 1989, the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Islamic Republic of
Iran, run by the Chief Commander of the Armed Forces is a body that monitor and
coordinates the activities of all armed forces while the Ministry of Defence is responsible for planning, logistics and the funding of the army. The General Staff of the
Armed Forces also oversees the Military Courts.19
18

Article 2, The Police Forces (NAJA) Act

19

‘< ’تشکیل ستاد فرماندهی کل قوا؛ تدبیری تاریخی برای ایجاد هماهنگی بین نیروهای مسلحhttps://defapress.ir/fa/

news/245756/%D8%AA%D8%B4%DA%A9%DB%8C%D9%84-%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D9%8
1%D8%B1%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%AF%D9%87%DB%8C-%DA%A9%D9%84-%D9%82%D9%88%D8-

control the presidential and parliamentary elections through the Guardian Council, a
body with the power to ensure those in critical elected positions believe in Islam and
the Islamic Republic Constitution. According to Article 110 of the Constitution, out
of twelve members of the Guardian Council, appointment, dismissal, and acceptance
of resignation of six of them (the fuqaha’) fall within the leaders’ authority, while the
six others (the lawyers) are appointed by Parliament, whose members were already
qualified by the Guardian Council. The Guardian Council is granted blanket powers
to disqualify presidential, parliamentary, and Assembly of Expert potential candidates under Iranian laws.20

3.2. THE PRESIDENT
Under Article 113 of the Constitution, “After the office of Leadership, the President
is the highest official in the country. His has the responsibility for implementing the
Constitution and acting as the head of the executive, except in matters directly concerned with (the office of) the Leadership.”
The President, under the law (Article 133 of the Constitution), appoints the Ministers, including the Minister of Interior.21

3.3. THE MINISTER OF INTERIOR AND THE COUNTRY’S
SECURITY COUNCIL
Article 27 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran recognises the right to
assembly, subject to vague and broadly worded conditions. Under the Article, public
assemblies and marches are allowed ‘provided arms are not carried, and that they
are not detrimental to the fundamental principles of Islam’. For the right to assembly
to be realised under the law, the organisers of any public gatherings must obtain a
licence from a body known as ‘the Committee of Article 10 of the 2016 Political Par%A7-%D8%AA%D8%AF%D8%A8%DB%8C%D8%B1%DB%8C-%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%AE%DB%8C-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%AC%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D9%87%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%87%D9%86%DA%AF%DB%8C%E2%80%8C-%D8%A8%DB%8C%D9%86-%D9%86%DB%8C%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%
87%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D9%85%D8%B3%D9%84%D8%AD> accessed 5 August 2021
20

https://www1.essex.ac.uk/hri/documents/electoral-process-in-iran.pdf

21

Article 133 of the Islamic Republic of Iran’s Constitution
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ties and Groups Act’,22consisting of representatives from the Judiciary, Parliament,
the Interior Ministry and political parties. Any assembly without such a licence is
deemed “illegal” and can be subjected to suppression. In practice, licences are only
granted to assemblies organised by the state, or where the purpose of the assembly is
to support state-sanctioned ideologies and policies. All other assemblies are generally and arbitrarily considered “illegal”.23
The use of firearms in the context of “illegal” assemblies is regulated under the 1995
Law on the Use of Firearms by Armed Forces in Necessary Incidents. Under Article
4 of the Act, armed forces may legally resort to firearms in order to ‘return order to
and control illegal assemblies where their control is deemed impossible without the
use of arms’. Note 1 to the same provision stipulates that the responsibility of determining which assemblies fall under this provision, and as such could invoke the
use of firearms, rests with the local governors (at provincial, city or district levels)
or in their absence - their political deputies and in consultation with local security
councils. Provincial and local governors at district and city levels act under the supervision of the Interior Minister, who must seek counsel from the Country’s Security
Council in such cases.24
According to Article 3 of the 1993 Law on the Establishment and Responsibilities of
the Country’s Security Council, the Council consists of the General Commander of
Iran’s Police forces, one of the Supreme Leader’s advisors from the Defence Council, the Head of Joint Staff of the Islamic Republic of Iran Army, the General Commander of the IRGC, and the Intelligence Minister. If the matter concerns any other
government body, the highest authority of that body is also invited.

25

The Minister

of Interior can also invite one MP from the Parliamentary Commission on Internal
Affairs, as well as the Prosecutor General.26 The Council does have a consultative
status and the ultimate decision on internal security affairs fall within the Minister of
Interior’s authority.27

22

This Act replaced a similar Act which had been passed in 1981. However, the regulation on public gathering and

assemblies has not changed in the new law and has remained as it has been since 1981.
23

Justice for Iran has used quotation marks when using the term illegal for unlicensed gatherings to indicate the

arbitrary nature of granting permissions to assemblies in Iran. As detained in the text, Iran’s laws do not fully guarantee
the right to freedom of assembly. Such partial recognition of the right, which contravenes international human rights law
and standards, gives rise to imposition of arbitrary and undue restrictions on the right to freedom of assembly.
24

Note 2, Article 3 of the 1993 Act of Establishment and Responsibilities of the National Security Council.

25

‘ قانون راجع به تعیین وظایف و تشکیالت شورای امنیت کشور- < ’مرکز پژوهشهاhttps://rc.majlis.ir/fa/law/show/90807>

accessed 26 April 2021.
26

ibid.

27

ibid.

ers of the IRGC, police and army within the jurisdiction (whether it is at provincial,
city or district level), as well as the head of the Ministry of Intelligence Office. The
governor can invite the General Prosecutor and Revolutionary Prosecutor in their
jurisdiction to the meetings (the 1993 Law on the Establishment and Responsibilities
of the National Security Council, Articles 6 & 7).
As stipulated under Article 3 of the 1993 Act of Establishment and Responsibilities
of the Country’s Security Council, the city or district governors made the ultimate
decisions as to whether opening fire on protestors was necessary in their jurisdiction,
and issued the police and other armed forces with the so-called ‘Shooting Order’,
upon receiving approval from the Minister of Interior, transmitted by their superior
Provincial Governor.

***
Apart from the reviewed laws and regulations that determine the places of each official in the hierarchy of the use of force in the context of street protests, the following
evidence confirms that the Islamic Republic of Iran’s high-ranking officials made the
decision to adopt the overall policy of using live ammunition to crush the protests
in November 2019. The policy gave a free hand to the local authorities to issue the
‘Shooting Order’ to the state forces given the circumstances.

3.4. LOCAL AUTHORITIES
Justice for Iran’s investigation reveals that in some cases, local governors have in fact
admitted to ordering the state forces to use live ammunition against protestors after
consulting with the city security council.28
The Governor of Shahr-e Qods, Leila Vaseghi, revealed in a controversial interview
published on the 22nd of November 2019 that the policy to issue a ‘Shooting Order’
given their jurisdiction’s circumstances had already been adopted by higher authorities and passed on to her when the protests ignited in her city.29 Amnesty International has recorded the names and details of 10 individuals killed between the 15th
and 18th of November 2019 in this city, however, according to eyewitness accounts
28

The details of members of Sirjan and Shahre Qods Security Councils are listed in the annex.

29

ibid.
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obtained by Justice for Iran, the actual number of those killed or injured was much
higher.30
She was not the only local governor admitting to the Shooting Order. Another example is the then Governor of Sirjan, Mohammad Mahmoud-Abadi, who confirmed
in his interview with the state TV (IRIB) that the Islamic Guards Corps (IRGC) and
the Basij started shooting.31 “We had no other option… we had to prevent possible
financial and life losses”, he alleged.32 However, Justice for Iran’s detailed visual investigation has not revealed any evidence that the protestors were in possession of
firearms, or that they posed an imminent threat to life of others which would have
warranted the use of lethal force.33 Official sources announced that a few protestors
(‘rioters according to them) were killed34 and some were injured.35 The governor, and
the members of the City Security Council in Sirjan were present at the scene, under
the law should have been consulted regarding the issuance of the ‘Shooting Order’,
and were responsible for either issuing the order on the night of November 15th, or
at least failing to prevent the state forces from carrying out these unlawful killings.

3.5. THE STATE FORCES
The videos collected and verified by Justice for Iran confirm the incidents of shooting
took place in at least 17 provinces, and in 44 cities between the 15th and 18th of November 2019, according to the social media accounts that posted them.36
30

Shutdown (n 9).

31

‘ | توضیحات فرماندار سیرجان در خصوص اتفاقات شب گذشته در سیرجان’ (خبرگزاری مهر | اخبار ایران و جهانMehr News Agency,

16 November 2019) <https://www.mehrnews.com/news/4773529/-در-گذشته-شب-اتفاقات-خصوص-در-سیرجان-فرماندار-توضیحات
 >سیرجانaccessed 26 April 2021.
32

ibid.

33

tehran, ‘Mapping Iran’s Bloody November Atrocities’ (n 8).

34

 | خبرگزاری باشگاه خبرنگاران | آخرین اخبار ایران و جهانYJC, ‘ فیلم+ ۹۸  آذر۱۱  مورخ۲۰:۳۰ ( ’بخش خبریfa, - ۱۱/۰۹/۱۳۹۸

۲۲:۴۶) <http://www.yjc.news/fa/news/7158471> accessed 26 April 2021.
35

‘16 , ماجرای حوادث شب گذشته سیرجان از زبان فرماندار’ (ایسناNovember 2019) <https://www.isna.ir/

news/98082516154/فرماندار-زبان-از-سیرجان-گذشته-شب-حوادث- >ماجرایaccessed 26 April 2021.
36

The provinces and cities’ names are as following:

1)

Alborz (1. Karaj, 2. Meshkindasht, 3. Fardis, 4. Mohammad Shahr)

2)

Bushehr (5. Bushehr)

3)

Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari (6. Shahr-e Kord)

4)

East Azerbaijan (7. Tabriz),

5)

Golestan (8. Gorgan)

6)

Fars (9. Shiraz, 10. Sadra, 11. Kazerun)

7)

Isfahan (12. Isfahan, 13.Yazdanshahr)

8)

Kerman (14. Kerman, 15.Sirjan)

9)

Kermanshah (16. Kermanshah, 17. Javanroud)

10)

Khuzestan (18. Mahshahr, 19. Khorramshahr, 20.Ahvaz, 21.Shadegan, 22.Behbahan, 23.Abadan, 24.Shoushtar)

to the poor quality of the videos or the distance between the recorder and the forces.
The results of the analysis of the uniforms and armaments of forces in the 76 remaining videos identifies the involvement of different units of the Islamic Republic of Iran
Police Forces (NAJA), the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and its paramilitary Basij Forces (see the annex for further details).
Plainclothes forces, who may be affiliated with the Ministry of Intelligence, are also
seen in several videos. However, it must be taken into consideration that not only the
police and IRGC may use plainclothes forces to augment their uniformed forces, but
there are also other security organs in the Islamic Republic of Iran that usually use
plainclothes forces.
Justice for Iran could not find any uniform associated with the Islamic Republic
Armed Forces (the army) in the videos it has reviewed. However, that does not categorically exclude the likelihood of their involvement in the crackdown, as suggested
by Brigadier-General Kiumars Heidari, commander of the ground force of the Iranian Army, in an interview in March 202137:
“One of the most honourable inferential missions of the Army was related to the riots of November 2019. We did not have a specific mission at that time. But we announced our readiness to Major General Bagheri, the Chief of General Staff of the
Armed Forces, and told him that the ground forces do not have a mission at the moment, but given the trained and loyal forces that we have, now is the best time for us
to help the security forces of our country. Fortunately, he accepted, and we were able
to make a significant impact on establishing security inside the troubled cities, and
the report reached the Supreme Leader of the Revolution, who issued special orders
in this regard, which will surely be observed in the future.”38

11)

Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad (25. Lilak)

12)

Kurdestan (26.vMarivan, 27.Sanandaj)

13)

Mazandaran (28.vSari)

14)

Razavi Khorasan (29. Mashhad)

15)

Tehran (30. Shahr-e Qods, 31.Tehran, 32.Chahardangeh, 33.Melard, 34.Gharchak, 35.Andisheh, 36.Baharestan,

37.Nasim Shahr, 38.Eslamshahr, 39.Bumehen, 40.Qarchak, 41.Shahriar, 42.Parand)
16)

West Azerbaijan (43. Bukan)

17)

Yazd (44.Yazd)

37

‘Iran Army Commander Admits Role In Suppressing November 2019 Bloody Protests’ (Iran International, 12

March 2021) <https://iranintl.com/en/iran/iran-army-commander-admits-role-suppressing-november-2019-bloody-protests> accessed 21 April 2021.
38
2021.

‘ «ما میتوانیم» را معنا کردیم- < ’نسخه قابل چاپhttps://farsi.khamenei.ir/print-content?id=47397> accessed 21 April
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In 73 (out of 149) verified videos, forces are either not caught, or unidentifiable due
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Throughout the open-source investigation, Justice for Iran also noted whether the
protestors were armed or posed a real and immediate threat to life. Protestors are
not seen using a weapon in any of the videos. Among verified videos, in 12 instances
where state forces are discharging live ammunition, unarmed protestors are seen
throwing stones and in 2 instances, some individuals are seen where a government
building had been set on fire and in one incident39, two individuals are threatening
the police forces with an axe and a metal bar .40 However, except for the latter incident, the video evidence confirms that those seen in the videos did not pose any real
and immediate threat to anyone’s life, regardless of whether they were truly Protestors or not.
Under Article 3 of the 1993 Act of Establishment and Responsibilities of the National
Security Council, in all cases where armed forces are authorised to use firearms, they
must ensure that there exist no other options but to use arms. As already mentioned,
most of the protests were entirely peaceful and therefore, this condition did not exist
in most incidents. In the few incidents where the protestors tried to occupy the government, police and military buildings, the video evidence confirmed that there were
other preventative options before resorting to firearms would have been deemed necessary.
The same law provides a hierarchy of actions for the cases where there are no other
options but to use arms. The state forces should - “where possible” - abide by the
following hierarchy of actions: First, shots must be fired into the air; Second, if shots
are fired at individuals, lower body parts should be targeted first. It is only when the
first two actions have been ineffective in suppressing riots and unlicensed protests
that shooting at upper body parts is permitted. In none of the videos documented
and reviewed by Justice for Iran was such a hierarchy of actions followed. Amnesty
International has been able to obtain information indicating the reported location of
fatal injuries for 141 victims. The findings reveal that in at least 66 cases, victims were
shot to the head and/or neck, and in at least 46 cases, to their chest and/or heart.41
The review of the videos also confirmed that even though the law does provide for
state forces to use firearms, in exercising this provision they did not comply with the
hierarchy of actions specified by the law. Out of 2,298 videos seen by Justice for Iran,
39

Those include an incident in Meshkin Dasht and one incident in Karaj, both took place on 16th November,

2019.
40

It took place in Gorgan on 16th of November, 2019.

41

‘Iran: Details Released of 304 Deaths during Protests Six Months after Security Forces’ Killing Spree’ <https://

www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/iran-details-released-of-304-deaths-during-protests-six-months-after-security-forces-killing-spree/> accessed 27 April 2021.

the crowd to disperse, warning them that they will be arrested otherwise.42
In the following section, a detailed analysis of state forces who were involved in firing live ammunition in the 2019 November protests based on the findings from audio-visual investigation will be provided.

3.5.1. ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN’S POLICE (NAJA)
In 1990, through merging different law enforcement forces, the Islamic Republic of
Iran’s Police forces (NAJA), was established. NAJA is the main body responsible for
maintaining public order. Justice for Iran’s investigation shows that three divisions
of the Islamic Republic of Iran’s police forces were involved in violating the right to
life of civilians by using live ammunition on the November 2019 nationwide protests,
including the ordinary police forces, the Emdad Unit, and the Special Unit.

The logo of the Islamic Republic of Iran Police Forces (NAJA)

Justice for Iran’s open-source investigation into the uniforms, equipment, weapons
and vehicles, and the locations where shootings took place, reveal that the that different units of the police forces or a combination of them were involved in at least
57 instances of shooting unarmed civilians, solely or together with the forces from
IRGC, Basij, or plainclothes forces whose institutional affiliation is unidentifiable.
These instances occurred in at least 42 incidents in 20 of the cities subject to Justice
for Iran’s investigation thus far. This includes 4 incidents of firing live ammunition
from the police stations.

42

https://twitter.com/IranIntl/status/1195678902330503168.
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in only one video, taken in Isfahan on the 16th of November, is a police officer urging
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Justice for Iran’s investigation confirms that in at least 4 of the incidents where live
ammunition was fired at protestors, the rooftops or upper levels of the local police
stations were used to shoot from, leading to the injury and death of protestors. The
real number of similar incidents may be higher. Those incidents already verified include incidents in Moali’ Abad Boulevard in Shiraz, Hesarak in Karaj, Nasimshahr
in Baharestan, and Adaran triangle road in Baharestan. The following sections detail
two of those incidents, showcasing the shooting from the police stations.

3.5.1.1.1. SHIRAZ, MOALI’ ABAD BOULEVARD
On the 16th of November, like many other cities across the country, a protest erupted
in Shiraz, in south-central Iran. One of the neighbourhoods where a large crowd gathered was Moali’ Abad Boulevard, where the Goldasht police station is located. As seen
in a video43, the protestors were passing the police station peacefully, chanting “Hey
police force! Support us! Support us!”, referring to the forces who were standing on
the rooftop of the station with weapons in their hands. According to a tweet posted by
the same account that originally posted the video, “a plainclothes officer, whose rank
or role I don’t know, came toward the people and snapped at them to leave. There
hadn’t been any attacks against the police station. But suddenly, he began shooting
into the air like a thunderstorm. The angry crowd were overwrought, and this led to
stones being thrown by the crowd and shots being fired by the officers.”
One video documents the events where a group of protestors threw stones at the
guardroom of the station and tried to break its door, setting the police cars, parked by
the station, on fire.44 As another video shows, there was not any immediate response
by the police forces who gathered inside the station.45 Sometime later, and from the
rooftop of the police station, the police forces started shooting at the protestors who
gathered on the other side of the crossroad, relatively far from the station.
In a video that first appeared on Twitter at 13:58 GMT (Local time: 17:28) and was
subsequently reposted several times on various social media platforms, the videographer begins by saying, relatively calmly, that: “[This is] Shiraz. The police are shoot43

The video is no longer available online but Justice for Iran downloaded a copy of it.

44

https://twitter.com/Osyanema/status/1195688113953222656.

45

https://twitter.com/ManotoNews/status/1195696878412795904.

cerned tone: “Moali’Abad’s police station is shooting at people.” And then he shouts:
“They’ve shot people! They’ve shot people!” The camera shifts to show the body of a
young man, lying on the street, covered in his own blood.46
His name was Mehdi Nekouyee, a 22-year-old law student, who died on the same day
in hospital as a result of a fatal
injury to his back. Being shot in
the back and the fact that there
was around a 50-60 meter distance between where he was
shot and the police station,
could suggest that the protestors were on their way towards
Moali’Abad at the end of the
Boulevard, where a larger crowd
was gathering.
At least two other protestors
Mehdi Nekouyee

were shot in the same incident,
as recorded in a video. Although

they were alive at the time, there has not been any news about their fate thereafter.

Justice for Iran reviewed 5 videos (+,+,+,+) in which the forces were on the rooftop of
the station,
46

in its yard and in Moali’Abad Abad Boulevard captured on the 16th of No-

https://twitter.com/ShahedAlavi/status/1195703274378280967.
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ing at people.” After the sound of the bullet is heard, he continues with a more con-
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vember. Justice for Iran can confirm that all police forces, including ordinary police,
as well as the forces from the Emdad Unit and Special Unit were present when the
shooting took place. The videos do not provide enough evidence to attribute the firing
of live ammunition against unarmed protestors that caused death and injury to any
specific units of the Islamic Republic of Iran Police Forces (NAJA), but implicate the
entire force in the city of Shiraz.

3.5.1.1.2. KARAJ, HESARAK
Justice for Iran has obtained two videos posted on Twitter of an incident (+, +), documented in Karaj. The video footage shows an ongoing protest in. In both videos the
individuals behind the camera are heard talking about a police van parked inside the
station being set on fire by the protestors, and that shots were being fired from inside
the station.

There was an ongoing protest in Beheshti avenue near the Traffic Police station in
the Hesark neighbourhood of Karaj, sometime between 2pm and 3pm on the 16th of
November 2019. In the two videos Justice for Iran found online about this incident
(+, +), both people behind the cameras report that the Protestors sent a police van,
parked inside the station and although there are shootings from inside the station,
the Protestors would not go away. Both videos report that one person was shot and in
one video, several gunshots are heard.

fume shop owner, Amir Hossein Kabiri. This is confirmed
by the videos exclusively received by Justice for Iran, taken by him from the same incidents, a few minutes before
he was shot. He was on his way towards his niece’s school
to pick her up when he was shot in the back of the neck. A
video

published by Manoto TV, a London based Persian

satellite TV channel, showed his body on the ground with
both his hands in his pockets. Amir Hossein Kabiri was
Amir Hossein Kabiri

transferred to a hospital where he was declared dead,
while in a coma, on the 18th of November.
According to the hospital report, a copy of which has been
obtained by Justice for Iran, the cause of death has been
cited as gunshot injuries to the head and neck.

His death certificate lists the cause of death as “use of
warfare equipment outside the context of war” as well as
having been shot.
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One of the people presented at the scene was 33-year per-
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A photo of his clothes clearly shows that the
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bullet came from the back and hit his neck.

Hierarchy of Atrocity

It also confirms the account of his sister,
Kamelia Kabiri who interviewed with Justice for Iran, that the hospital staff had to
tear Amir Hossein Kabiri’s sleaves apart in
order to remove his hands from his pockets.

At 17:26 on the same day, Manoto TV published a video of a few men carrying an individuals body (who had been shot) possibly to a hospital.. A horrified voice on the video said: “they killed them, they killed
them…”. Although the TV blurred the video, probably for the purpose of hiding the
identity of Protestors and in doing so, blurred all indicators which could have aided
geolocation, with the assistance of eyewitnesses and locals who responded to Justice
for Iran’s call, it has verified the location of the video at Hesarak, a few meters distance
from where Amir Hossein Kabiri was shot to death. However, the name of the victim
and their fate have remained unknown. Given the location, approximate time of the
incident and the direction the people were taking the body (which would likely be
away from the shooting) it is highly likely that this victim was also shot by the bullets
coming from the same police station.

End left: photo taken by a local from the same teahouse and building as it is appeared in the video.
©JusticeforIran

The ordinary police forces, consisting of NAJA’s employees and those going through
compulsory military service in NAJA, are usually based in the local police stations
(kalantaries in Persian), dealing with local offences, protecting government buildings and dealing with traffic-related issues. They receive the lowest level of military
training as compared to others within the force. Each police station operates under
the command of the head of the station, and depending on the size of its population,
each city may have a different number of local police stations, supervised by the city
police commander.
The ordinary police forces, consisting of NAJA’s employees and conscripted soldiers
(i.e. those serving compulsory military service in NAJA), are usually based in the local
police stations (kalantaries), dealing with local offences, and protecting government
buildings. They receive a lower level of military training compared to other forces.
Each police station operates under the command of the head of the station, and depending on the size of its population, each city may have a different number of local
police stations, supervised by the city police commander. Justice for Iran’s review of
the official webpages of the police, and the pictures they have published from their
operations or manoeuvres and parades, shows that the NAJA uniforms vary between
office uniforms and tactical uniforms as well as between cold and warm weather. The
tactical or combat uniforms consist typically of dark green shirts and trousers with
high rise boots. Their ceremonial and office uniforms consist of a light green shirt
and dark green trouser with flat shoes. During cold seasons they would also wear a
dark green formal jacket with gold buttons or a black jacket over their uniforms. Regarding their headgear, they often wear a dark green (baseball) cap, and occasionally
a black peaked hat both with the logo of NAJA. Justice for Iran has verified 27 videos
that captured 19 incidents in 12 cities where ordinary police forces, identifiable by
their uniforms, were directly shooting at protestors or are present when the sound of
weapon discharges are heard. The following incidents showcase the ordinary police
shooting directly at protestors.
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3.5.1.2. ORDINARY POLICE
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3.5.1.2.1. SHAHRIAR, FAJR SQUARE
One incident in which ordinary police forces opened fire at unarmed Protestors occurred in the city of Shahriar in the Tehran province. In the days that followed, three
videos (+, +, +) were posted online on different social media platforms in which ordinary police officers, clearly identifiable by their uniforms, opened fire at unarmed
Protestors and other civilians. These incidents were located at Farmandari square in
Shahriar. Given that the videos were all posted days after the incident, the exact date
and time of the shooting cannot be independently verified. However, according to
Manoto, the incident took place on the 16th of November 2019.
In what appears to be the first video, Protestors can be seen running after a few police
officers. Two of the officers subsequently took up their weapons, and while escaping,
shot the Protestors several times. In the second video, which was published by Manoto TV, the same incidents is captured from a different angle.
In both videos, officers can be visibly seen wearing the uniform and caps worn by
ordinary police forces.

The uniform of Islamic Republic Police Ordinary Forces (NAJA))
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The video shows a young man shot at close range by a police officer. The man falls
to the ground but attempts to stand up after a few seconds, while being assisted by a
number of others present at the scene. In the third video and only a few meters away
from this incident, Protestors can be seen surrounding another injured individual
who has been shot. It remains unclear if this individual survived the shooting.
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The incident that took place around Melli Bank Square in Bhabhan in the Khuzestan
province is an example of the ordinary police’s direct shooting at protestors.
Melli Bank square, and its branching streets, were where the most crowded protests
in the city of Behbahan in the Khuzestan province on the 16th of November 2019.47
There are a dozen videos available from the events in and around Melli Bank square,
and in 7 of them, sound or images of shooting is evident. There are 3 videos (+,+,+)
that, when analysed together, indicate the involvement of the ordinary police forces
in firing live ammunition at unarmed protestors.48
The said incident took place on the top of Edalat street, a few steps away from Melli
Bank Square. Justice for Iran has geolocated it as in front of the city’s tax office and by Sigol
retail shop.49

In the video received and published by Manoto TV , a confrontation be-

tween the protestors and ordinary police forces was recorded.50

The police forces are identifiable by their light green shirts, dark green trousers and
shields with the word ‘Police’ printed on them. Both sides are throwing stones at
each other in Edalat street by Sigol retail store and other shops. A longer video from
the same event was made available on social media, with the sound of several shots
in the background.51

47

About setting fires and throwing stones?

48

https://twitter.com/IranIntl/status/1199310047756595200 https://twitter.com/ManotoNews/sta-

tus/1196430342770561025
https://twitter.com/hra_news/status/1209457245471330309
49

https://www.google.com/maps/place/30%C2%B035’28.9%22N+50%C2%B014’50.8%22E/@30.591365,50.2467

77,259m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x0:0x0!7e2!8m2!3d30.5913654!4d50.247437
50

https://twitter.com/ManotoNews/status/1196430342770561025

51

https://twitter.com/hra_news/status/1209457245471330309
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In the third video from the same incident, an ordinary police officer, identifiable by his
uniform, is holding a rifle targeting and shooting in the direction where the protestors were seen throwing stones in previous videos.52 The camera then turns around
and captures armed police forces walking around in Melli Bank square, where protestors and other civilians are present. They are all identifiable by their light green shirt
and dark green trousers.

52

https://twitter.com/IranIntl/status/1199310047756595200
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According to the accounts of eyewitnesses, at least two young male Protestors were
killed in and around Melli Bank Square in the morning and early afternoon of the
16th of November 2019, Ehsan Abdollahnejad and Mohammad Hossein Ghanavati.

3.5.1.3. EMDAD UNITS
Emdad (which literally means relief) Units are part of the Prevention Police working
under the supervision of the city police commanders. As part of their mission, they
are trained and equipped to control “illegal” demonstrations, and to combat street
protests and riots. They are also in charge of restoring order on all highways of the
capital city, Tehran, and its surrounding areas. Justice for Iran’s visual investigation
has verified 10 videos that established that in at least 8 incidents in 6 cities, Emdad
Units were solely, or together with other police forces, responsible for using firearms
against unarmed protestors and other civilians, who did not pose an imminent threat
to life. The following sections are examples of such involvement.

3.5.1.3.1. SHAHR-E QODS, LOCAL GOVERNMENT
BUILDING
One incident documented by Justice for Iran, involving Emdad Units, took place in
Shahr-e Qods, in the western capital province of Tehran. According to the footage
broadcast by Iranian state TV, the account of an eyewitness, and an interview given

by the Shahr-e Qods Governor to the government newspaper, on the afternoon of the
16th, a relatively large group of protestors gathered in front of the local government’s
building. The protestors managed to enter the building at around 5pm. A video taken
by government employees present at the scene, shows that police forces were shooting the protestors while they (the police forces) were escaping the ground floor.

tective equipment of the officers who were involved in shooting the protestors. The
forces are easily identifiable, as their light green shirts and dark green uniforms are
only worn by the Iranian police force.
The helmets worn by the officers recorded in the video footage constitute part of the
uniform of the Emdad Unit police forces while dealing with protests.

Justice for Iran’s conclusion, that the forces involved in shooting the protestors who
entered the local government building in Shahr-e Qods belonged to the Emdad Unit
of NAJA, is further supported by the location of identification (names) and ranks on
the officers’ uniforms. The marking of the rank and the name on the left side of their
chest is consistent with the uniforms allocated to the Emdad Unit of the police.

3.5.1.3.2. BAHARESTAN, SAVEH ROAD
On the afternoon of the 16th of November 2019, a relatively long video appeared on
social media for the first time, capturing the shooting of one individual by armed
forces.53 The video starts showing police forces targeting their weapons, then, the
sound of several shots and then, a body of an individual laying on the ground while
the police forces are standing around him, with the voices of those on the other side of
the road and behind the camera shocked and in disbelief. One of them said: “Oh my
god, I though they were wax bullets, but they shot him” and then, shouted “shame53

https://twitter.com/sorena35/status/1195684210046054400
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Analysis of the video footage has provided evidence regarding the clothing and pro-
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less!” Shortly after that, they left the body behind, heading in the opposite direction
towards the local government building. The Protestors shouted vulgar words to the
forces while attending to the body drowning in blood. The fate or identity of that individual remains unknown to Justice for Iran.

Two days later, BBC Persian uploaded another video from the same incident t, a few
seconds of which were taken from a different angel.54 Geolocation of the two videos
places them in Saveh Road, vey near to the Baharestan local government building. Baharestan is a marginalised city on the outskirts of Tehran and, according to media reports, one of the hearts of protests in the province..

The location of shooting near the local government building

Justice for Iran has analysed the uniforms and weapons of the forces involved in the
shooting in the context of protests in Baharestan. The forces wore the black jackets
and dark green trousers of the police shared by both the ordinary police and the
Emdad units. However, the helmets of the forces in the videos are identical to the
Emdad unit and it is very likely that they were responsible for shooting the unarmed
man(who could have been a protestor or simply a bystander).

54

https://twitter.com/bbcpersian/status/1196416420437020672
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The analysis of the gun used in this incident confirms it was an AK 47, which is one
of the weapons used by Iran’s state forces (including the police), according to Jangavarn.55, which introduces itself as an independent military website based in Iran.56

Mojtaba Khanjani, the governor of Baharestan admitted that some of the Protestors
were killed in his city, in an interview conducted by a semi-official news agency ten
days after this incident. However, he refused to answer the questions about the number of deaths.57
55

Jangavaran introduces itself as an independent military website based in Iran

56

‘ سالح تهاجمیAK-47 29 , کالشینکف’ (جنگاورانApril 2021) <https://jangaavaran.ir/%d8%b3%d9%84%d8%a7%d8%ad-

%d8%aa%d9%87%d8%a7%d8%ac%d9%85%db%8c-ak-47-%da%a9%d9%84%d8%a7%d8%b4%db%8c%d9%86%da%a9
%d9%81/> accessed 6 August 2021
57

‘)< فرماندار بهارستان استان تهران میگوید برای تحویل پیکر قربانیان اعتراضات «پول نمیگیریم»’ (رادیو فرداhttps://www.radiofar-

da.com/a/30292386.html> accessed 6 August 2021
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3.5.1.4. SPECIAL UNITS
As the largest operative force of Iran’s police, the Special Unit is a highly trained
and highly equipped force to control “illegal” protests and riots. The main difference
between the Special Units and Emdad Units lies in their position in the structure of
Iran’s police forces. While the Emdad Units are supervised by the city police commanders, the Special Units’ operations are headed by a very high-ranking commander and are mainly controlled from the capital.58
Since their inception in 1990, they have been equipped with the most sophisticated
vehicles and armament that have enabled them to quickly and effectively crush any
demonstration or riot. Justice for Iran’s review of the official webpages of the police, and the pictures they have published from their manoeuvres and parade shows,
revealed that the Police Special Unit use special motorcycles, anti-riot trucks, and
water cannons. The most identifiable parts of their uniforms are their black hamlets,
vests, knee straps and armbands. The Special Units are also armed with heavy guns,
including machine guns (probably the DShK or AK47) often put on black Toyota Hilux pickups.
Justice for Iran’s investigation of the video footage of the shootings highlights the
prominent role of the Special Unit’s involvement in suppressing the November 2019
protests, involving at least 26 incidents of firing live ammunition against protestors,
taking place in 14 cities, captured in 35 videos. The brutal crackdown on protestors in
the following cities and incidents provide clear examples of such involvement.

3.5.1.4.1. BOUSHEHR, EAST SANGI STREET
A large group of protestors gathered around the headquarters of the Provincial Government in the southwestern city of Boushehr on the morning of the 16th of November 2019. Reviewing 17 videos, all taken and posted online on the same day, and very
close to the real time of the events, confirms the use of lethal and less lethal forces
(including water cannons and tear gas) against unarmed and peaceful protestors,
resulting in at least one individual being shot.
As recorded in the first videos (+,+,+) , the protests began with cars being stopped in
58

See: https://www.burjak.ir/history-of-the-special-unit-police/ & https://www.burjak.ir/rescue-police/

to the sudden substantial increase in fuel prices.59 In one of these videos, some female
protestors are standing around an ordinary police officer, talking enthusiastically.60
Shortly after that, a large crowd gathered in front of the headquarters (+,+,+,+)61. In
another video,

a group of women are seen sitting on the street, clapping and chanting

together with a very large crowd standing around them “Cooperate, Cooperate, Military Brother!”, while ordinary police officers are walking in the middle of the crowd.62
Only a few minutes later and in another video, a water cannon riot truck is seen using
water to disperse protestors.63 Justice for Iran identified it as the trucks used by the
Police Special Unit. At the same time, the forces walking in front of the riot truck
started discharging their guns loaded with tear gas. Their uniforms also match the
Special Unit’s. Some of them attack the crowd and beat the protestors with batons.
According to Iran International, a Persian news channel based in London, some of
those beaten by the forces passed out.64 Other videos recording the same events from
other angles (+,+,+,+) clearly showed the sign of the police on the back of their black
vests and confirmed the type of the vehicle.65

59

https://twitter.com/mohamad_13624/status/1195587004664360960

https://twitter.com/ARIOBARZAN1982/status/1195589533682847744
https://twitter.com/FourCzens/status/1195604494500974593
60

https://twitter.com/mohamad_13624/status/1195587004664360960

61

https://twitter.com/Soshaw96/status/1195610557669347329

https://twitter.com/The_game_62/status/1195594731637506048
https://twitter.com/iranparst/status/1195640320173719552
https://twitter.com/Soshaw96/status/1195657327690604544
62

https://twitter.com/iranfarashgard/status/1195619874732740608

63

https://twitter.com/Barghandan/status/1195620728126595072

64

https://twitter.com/IranIntl/status/1204440094469500928

65

https://twitter.com/IranIntl/status/1195627934800896000

https://twitter.com/hamidashraf1/status/1195640889793744896
https://twitter.com/iranfarashgard/status/1195636913924911104
https://twitter.com/Htcarc/status/1195622793758543872
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front of the Provincial Government headquarters, and blocking the street in reaction
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Upper left: Special Unit riot truck spewing water
Middle left: Special Unit forces using tear gas
Lower left: Special Unit forces beating the protestors
Upper right: Special Unit riot truck passing the Provincial Government building
Lower right: Police sign on the black vests of the Special Unit forces standing by the Unit’s riot
truck

The next videos (+,+) document the effects of tear gas on protestors, whose eyes were
burning while escaping to the shops nearby, while the Special Unit forces attacked
them using batons.66 In another video, taken around the same time, the Special Unit
Forces are seen standing around the Provincial Government Building and shots
are heard. The tweet accompanying the video reads: “an individual is being shot in
Bushehr”.67 A few minutes later, a very short video captured the moments after a person
had been shot, showing two others carrying him on their shoulders, running from the
front of the Provincial Government Building to the other side of the street, probably
66

https://twitter.com/Barghandan/status/1195621287508398081

https://twitter.com/na_doooore/status/1195636087982641152
67

https://twitter.com/Barghandan/status/1195683852842225664

rushing towards a hospital.68 Justice for Iran could not find any information about
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the fate of the individual.
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3.5.1.4.2. MAHSHAHR, NEIZAR
The city of Mahshahr endured a longer internet blackout compared to the rest of the
country. The authorities shutdown the internet in Mahshahr from the 16th to the
28th of November, the longest period of cut-off experienced in Iran during the November 2019 protests. Once the connection was restored, news about an incident that
took place on the 18th of November in a marsh started to emerge. The marsh (Neizar)
is located in proximity to an Arab populated neighbourhood called Jarrahi (Shahrak
Chamran) in the northern suburbs of Mahshahr.
In total, three videos (+,+,+) from the incident emerged online in the following days.
Justice for Iran has examined them and has verified and geolocated all of them, using
visual investigative techniques as well as the accounts of six eye witnesses and local
informers. The organisation confirms the sequences of the events on the morning of
the 18th of November as the following:
On the third day of protests in Mahshahr, a number of Protestors had blocked the
roads surrounding the marshes by Shahrak Chamran (Jarrahi), the nearby petrol
station, and a road stretching from the Petrol Station to Besaat Square. According to
68

https://twitter.com/kavehahangar22/status/1195664147976818688
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The first video taken in Bessat Square, captures frightened unarmed individuals escaping hurriedly from barrages of bullets, towards the direction of the marsh (Neizar).

The second video shows unarmed Protestors escaping towards the marsh, throwing
stones towards the source of the continuous sound of a barrage of bullets.
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Results extracted from a shadow analysis confirming the time of the second video

The shadow analysis tool confirms that this incident took place on the 18th of November, 2019 within the timeframe of 10am-12pm, probably closer to 10am than midday.

The red arrows point the locations where the shooting took place in the surrounding area of Jarrahi Marsh
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There are some reports suggesting when the Protestors scrambled to the marsh, one
of them, armed with an AK47, opened fire to which the state forces responded with
machine gun fire. However, such reports do not seem to correspond to the opensource information, that confirmed that by the time the Protestors arrived at the
marsh and took a refugee on it, some of them had been already killed or injured by
the live ammunition, including Manosuri (Asakereh) a vendor who sold fruit on Besaat Square.
The investigation of the last videos from the events of the 18th of November shows two
black Toyota Hilux pickups, identical to those used by the Special Unit, were driving
on the road next to the marsh. One of the vehicles is seen equipped with a heavy machine gun, targeting the Protestors who were seeking refuge in the marsh between
10am and 12pm. In some parts of the video, women, probably the residents of nearby
homes, are heard screaming.

New York times reported 40-100 unarmed Protestors were surrounded and killed in
this incident. Justice for Iran has been able to obtain the names of seven individuals
who were killed during this incident. According to the information obtained by Justice for Iran, one of the victims was Abbas

3.5.2. ISLAMIC REPUBLIC GUARD CORPS (IRGC)
Established immediately after the 1979 revolution, the Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps (IRGC) is tasked with safeguarding the Islamic Republic of Iran and the ideals
of the Islamist revolutionaries. The IRGC combines traditional military roles with a
relentless focus on supposed domestic enemies. IRGC consist of Ground Force, Air
Force, and Navy as well as the Quds Force that only engages in extraterritorial operations.
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The logo of the Islamic Republic Guard Corps (IRGC)

IRGC’s Ground Forces include a number of special units such as the Imam Ali Security Unit and the Saberin Special Force (which include snipers). These have been
established and trained to combat domestic “enemies”.
The IRGC also oversees the Islamic Republic paramilitary force, the Basij, which
comprises some units aligned with the IRGC Ground Forces as well as the larger Basij
Organization of the Oppressed.69 The Basij has responsibilities to counter internal
threats.
Justice for Iran has verified 20 videos that establish the IRGC, including its Ground
Forces and paramilitary Basij Forces, was responsible for at least 10 incidents when
live ammunition was used against protestors in 10 cities. As mentioned in the research methodology, the number of videos are not representative of the scale of the
involvement of the forces as traditionally, once the scale and intensity of street protests reach a level that cannot be controlled by the police forces, the IRGC forces are
deployed in order to take control. Putting this into the context of the November 2019
protests, most of the incidents when the IRGC were involved took place in the second
and third day of protests where 1) the crackdown became severely brutal that did not
allow anyone to record the events 2) the internet was completely shut down and even
if any video was taken could not be sent or published until days later.

69
er_LR.pdf.

https://www.dia.mil/Portals/27/Documents/News/Military%20Power%20Publications/Iran_Military_Pow-
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3.5.2.1. IRGC GROUND FORCES
The IRGC’s forces are generally distinguished from the police forces by their tiger
stripe military uniforms. They are equipped with the most sophisticated armaments
and heaviest weaponry, usually made to be used in wars. The following incidents
documented by Justice for Iran show how such warfare, adopted to suppress unarmed Protestors and other civilians in November 2019.

3.5.2.1.1. MAHSHAHR
Justice for Iran’s visual investigation established that the IRGC Ground Forces were
deployed soon after the protests started in November, in at least 4 cities. However,
the evidence reviewed and analysed by Justice for Iran demonstrates that, as compared to other protestors in the country, residents of Mahshahr witnessed a disproportionate degree of use of force by the IRGC forces, which involved military armament and machine guns.
On the evening of the 17th of November, the residents of the town of Taleghani
(Koureha), an isolated and poverty-ridden Arab neighbourhood in the suburb of
Mahshahr, saw three tanks approaching and surrounding the main entrance of the
town. The protestors had blocked the Mahshar-Sirabandar Expressway - a very strategic road for Iran’s imports and exports via the Imam Khomeini port in the SouthWest of Iran - from the evening of the 15th. At around 2pm on the 17th of November, a clash between the protestors and state forces began. Hundreds of residents,
including women, children, and elderly people, gathered on the main road of the
town, close to the main gate, (the Qur’an Gate). The eyewitness accounts confirmed
that a handful of residents used firearms that are usually found in households in that
region, for hunting purposes or for celebratory events. However, there have been no
reports of any casualties in this incident on the side of the government forces, who
responded with heavy machine guns, most probably the DShK or BKC rifles, as well
as Dragunov sniper rifles. Amongst those shot was Ahmad Albo-Ali, a 12-year-old
boy. The clashes continued until 5am on the 18th, and left three residents of Koureha dead, and dozens, including children and one elderly woman, wounded. On the
morning of the 18th, tanks entered Taleghani while armed forces made several arrests, including that of Hamid Sheikhani, a man in his 30s and father to a 7-year-old
girl. He was arrested while standing in front of the tanks, taking off his shirt to show
he was unarmed, in an attempt to prevent the tanks from entering into the town. A

week later, his body was delivered to his family. Reportedly, he had been shot in his
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Above: Qu’ran Gate on Google Maps
Below: Screenshot of a video, showing tanks by Qu’ran Gate, Shahrak Taleghani in Mahshahr
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A video posted online was geolocated by Justice for Iran to confirm that the tanks
were at the entrance of Koureha, Qu’ran Gate. There are at least two more videos
capturing tanks in the streets of Mahshahr on the same day. A closer examination
of the tanks confirm that they are Iranian-made Boraghs, IRGC’s armoured fighting
vehicles (AFV).

Moreover, in the videos, pick-ups with heavy machine guns are also seen next to the
tanks. The military uniform of the forces standing with weapons by the tanks confirms that the IRGC’s ground forces were involved in the operation against protestors
in Mahshahr.

3.5.2.1.2 . BEHBAHAN, SHIRAZ SQUARE
On the morning of the 16th of November, 11am, the Protestors who had been dispersed from Bank Melli square arrived at Shiraz Square, near a Basij base, according
to the accounts of three eyewitnesses.70 They faced uniformed forces using firearms
against them.
A video appeared on social media on the 28th of December allegedly capturing this incident.71 Justice for Iran could confirm the date and location as the 16th of November,
near Shiraz square, and close to a small bridge with the help of eyewitnesses.

70

They include three witnesses of Aban Tribunal whose names and identity are withheld for security

reasons (witness numbers are 12, 156, and 179).
71

https://twitter.com/shimababaeii/status/1210987965612208128.
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The forces seen in the video, with AK-74 weapons in hand, wore uniforms resembling
that of the IRGC, Saberin Unit. The Saberin Unit is the most capable unit of the IRGC
Ground forces, formed in 2000 to engage in complicated and difficult internal and
extraterritorial operations involving national security.

Left: a screenshot of the video where one of the forces can be seen in uniform and with a weapon in
hand
Right: a march by the Saberin Unit in their full uniforms

At least three Protestors were shot to death and dozen were injured. Those who were
killed were Farzad Ansari Fard and two brothers, Mahmoud Dashti-Nia and Mehdrad Dashti-Nia. One of the Protestors who received a severe injury to her back was
a young woman, Maryam Payab.
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The brothers, Mahmoud and Mehdrad Dashti-Nia

According to the families of the victims as well as eyewitnesses, first, Mahmoud was
shot. A few minutes after that, Mehrdad, who had heard about his brother being shot,
arrived on the scene and when he wanted to take him to the hospital, he was also shot
to death. Farzad Ansari-Fard was the third person who arrived on his motorcycle, got
off from it to see what was happening and was shot standing by an electric pole by the
bridge doing nothing.
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Farzaneh Farzaneh Ansari-Fard holding the photo of his brother Farzad

The families, who both submitted formal complaints to the judicial authorities, have
been subjected to persecution and prosecution since then. For instance, Farzaneh
Ansari-Fard, Farzad’s sister, was arrested in July 2020 while asking for justice for her
brother and the perpetrators being identified and tried.72

3.5.2.2. BASIJ FORCES
Established in 1980, Basij-e Mostaz’afin, (literally translated as Mobilization of the
Oppressed) - which temporarily (from 1989 to 2009) was renamed to the Basij Resistance Force - is an armed organisation attached to the IRGC. The Basij forces are
often called onto the streets at times of crisis to dispel protests. The head of the Basij is
appointed by the Islamic Republic of Iran’s Supreme Leader. In terms of the budget
and organisational status, the force belongs to, and is supervised by the IRGC.
Although Basij forces are not considered part of Iran’s regular armed forces, several
laws and regulations have recognised them as law enforcement, granting them the
same authorities and privileges.
The Basij forces often wear plainclothes. This makes distinguishing them from the
Intelligence forces, that are also plainclothes, much more difficult. However, with the
verification of 15 videos, Justice for Iran has been able to identify the Basij Forces as
one of the state forces implicated in 6 incidents of firing live ammunition at the pro72

She described the situation in a video posted on her Instagram page in the anniversary of her arrest:

https://www.instagram.com/p/CRcPUq2FIO1.
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testors in 6 cities. Among them, Justice for Iran has documented 5 incidents where
the shooting took place from the rooftop or upper level of a Basij base. Justice for Iran
has identified the Basij forces by their uniforms in a further 3 incidents.
The evidence of shooting at protestors from the Basij bases offers undeniable evidence of their involvement in the killing of protestors during November 2019. Below
documents just 2 of these incidents.

3.5.2.2.1. MESHKINDAST
On the afternoon of the 16th of November, protestors in Hedayatkar Street, in Meshkindasht, in the Alborz Province, were targeted by lethal weapons from the Bahonar
Basij base. Only two videos appeared online, capturing the incident from different
angles. Both videos have been verified and geolocated by Justice for Iran, though
the exact time of the event cannot be identified. In the first video, the windows of the
Basij building were broken, and an unidentifiable object had been set on fire by the
entrance of the base. Gunshots are heard in the video, and the person recording says:
“they are shooting and two people have been killed already”.

Screenshot of a video taken near the Basij Base in
Hedayatkar street in Meshkindasht

eo, a number of individuals on the rooftop of the Basij base are seen and a gunshot is
heard.
Justice for Iran has discerned from the hissing of the bullets in both videos that they
had been fired from the Basij base. The video reveals that there were no signs that the
protestors were armed or posing any imminent threat to life.
At least four people were killed in this incident, including 16 year old school student, Ali Hosseini (Hamedani), shot in the side of abdomen, and 33 year old, Aziz
Eskandari, shot in the neck. Aziz Eskandari was a pickup truck driver and a father
of two, including a 7 year old disabled boy. For months the authorities prevented the
families of these two victims from putting tombstones on their graves.73

Aziz Eskandari’s younger son pouring
water on his grave that unlike other graves around it does not have a
tombstone
@ khdyjh_skhndry (Instagram)74

73

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqI9XoV9iIk&ab_channel=irankargar

74

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLUyycQrGlT/?utm_medium=copy_link
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In the second video, an individual shows a few bullet cases to the camera. In this vid-
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3.5.2.2.2. SADRA, BOUSTAN BOULEVARD
On the afternoon of the 16th of November, three videos (+, +, +) appeared online, one
after another, alleging to capture the event in Sadra City, a small town near Shiraz
in the Southwest of Iran. In the first video, taken in a boulevard with identical shrubs
and high electric poles, the Protestors’ voices and shouting are being heard, though
what they are saying is unclear. The sound of shooting is heard several times and one
individual is seen throwing stones towards the direction of the shooting sounds. The
person who posted it on Twitter wrote: “right now, Sadra city, shooting from a Basij
base to the people”.
The second video posted by a human rights activists based in Turkey, who received it
from a contact in Iran, is taken in the same boulevard and with the same identical
shrubs and high electric poles. In this video, Protestors are heard chanting “Down
with Khamenei” while the forces on the rooftop of the Basij base are seen. A helicopter is also flying over the Basij base while the sounds of discharging firearm are heard.
It cannot be confirmed from the video whether the shooting was from the helicopter,
as the human right activist alleges in her twitter post.
Analysis of the level of light makes it obvious that both videos were taken in the late
afternoon.
In the third video, published a few hours later, first the body of a man with blood on his
face is seen laying down on the ground, lifeless. Voices of people standing or walking
around him are heard: “they killed him”, “Napkins! Napkins!”, “Leave him alone”. At
the end of the video, the same shrubs and electric poles are seen with the same light
level as the previous two videos, confirming that all three videos captured the same
incident.
A fourth video was received and published on the 30th of November by Iran International TV, in which, the person who took it said: “This is the situation in Sadra. As
you see, the Basij forces are shooting at the people from the rooftop of the building.”75
While a helicopter is flying over the area, the forces are seen with weapons in their
hands and the sound of discharging firearm is heard continuously.

75

https://twitter.com/IranIntl/status/1200796408233840641.
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Justice for Iran has geolocated all four videos to Boustan Boulevard in Sadra city. The location of the building where the forces are seen on its rooftop in two of the videos (+,+)
is matched with the address of the Sadra Basij base in the public database of the Iranian
GPS application, Balad. The use of firearms against unarmed Protestors and other civilians by the Basij forces in Sadra caused tens of deaths and injuries.76 Among those
killed was Mohammad Dastankhah, a 15 year old high school student. After submitting a formal complaint, his family was told by the Prosecution authorities that their
son had reached an age where he should have known not to participate in the riots,
implying that he was not ‘innocent’ and thus deserved to be killed. An Intelligence
agent also told them that if they continued to publicly speak about Mohammad’s
death and pursue their complaints, they would also lose their other son. Despite this,
the family had insisted on following up their criminal complaint. The case was referred to the military prosecution office at the provincial level.
In a decision issued on the 21st of August 2020, obtained by Justice for Iran, a military inspector, Seyyed Javad Hosseini-Khah, confirmed that Dastankhah was killed
by a bullet to his heart, discharged from a military weapon. He also confirmed that
Dastankhah was shot during the protests in front of the Basij base and by the Basij
forces. However, he added that the 15-year-old ‘acted in his own peril’ by being present in the middle of what he called ‘riots’ and firing live ammunition was simply an
act of legal and legitimate defence by the Basij Forces. He then concluded that the
76

According to the Amnesty International’s recorded
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On his birthday, the family of Mohammad Dastankhah put a cake with his picture on his grave
stone @mohamad.dastankhah (Instagram)

Justice for Iran has reviewed all four videos (+,+,+,+) available online from the incident where Mohammad Dastankhah and at least four other individuals were killed
by bullets coming from the rooftop of the Basij base in Boustan Boulevard in the city
of Sadra. The videos confirm that the protestors were unarmed, and only a handful
of them were throwing stones at the base from a relatively far distance. The intensity
of the shootings was so high that the protestors could not get closer than 100 meters
to the base. The Basij Forces are completely dominant in their position and there was
no immediate and real threat to their lives let alone the property, as argued by the
prosecutor.
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4. ANNEXES
4.1. DETAILS OF VERIFIED VIDEOS CAPTURING THE
USE OF LETHAL AND LESS LETHAL WEAPONS AGAINST
PROTESTORS

Incident
Code

1153
1155
1075

1054

1056
1057
1058
1060
1061
1062
1063
1098
1099
1100

Province

City

Date

Identifiable
Perpetrators

Alborz
Alborz
Alborz
Alborz

Fardis
Fardis
Meshkin Dasht
Meshkin Dasht

17-Nov-19
17-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Basij Forces
Basij Forces

Alborz

Karaj

16-Nov-19

Alborz

Karaj

16-Nov-19

Alborz

Karaj
Karaj

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Alborz
Alborz
Alborz
Alborz
Alborz

Karaj
Karaj
Karaj
Karaj
Karaj
Karaj
Karaj
Karaj

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
17-Nov-19

Bushehr
Bushehr
Bushehr

Bushehr
Bushehr
Bushehr

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Bushehr
Bushehr

Bushehr
Bushehr

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Special Unit)
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Special Unit)
Police Forces
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)

Alborz
Alborz
Alborz
Alborz

Video
source
code &
link
1153 -01
1155 -01
1075 -02
1075 -01
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1054-01
1054 -02
1054 -03
1067 -01
1057 -01
1057 -02
1058 -01
1060 -01
1061 -01
1062-02
1062 -03
1603- 01
1098 -01
1098-02
1098-03
1099 -01
1100 -01
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Chaharmahal Shahr-e Kord
and Bakhtiari

16-Nov-19

Police Forces
(Ordinary Police,
Emdad Unit,
Special Unit)

1107 -01

Chaharmahal
and Bakhtiari

Shahr-e Kord

16-Nov-19

Police Forces
(Ordinary Police
or Emdad Units,
Special Unit)

1107 -02
(Not
available
online
anymore)

East Azerbaijan
East Azerbaijan
Fars
Fars
Fars
Fars

Tabriz

16-Nov-19

1108 -01

Tabriz

16-Nov-19

Police Forces
(Special Unit)
Unidentifiable

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Fars

Sadra
Sadra
Sadra
Sadra
Sadra

Unidentifiable
Basij Forces
Basij Forces
Basij Forces
Basij Forces

1091 -01
1092 -02
1902 -03
1902 -04
1902 -05

Fars
Fars
Fars

Sadra
Shiraz
Shiraz

18-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable

Fars

Shiraz

16-Nov-19

Fars
Fars
Fars

Shiraz
Shiraz
Shiraz

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Fars

Shiraz

16-Nov-19

Fars
Fars

Shiraz
Shiraz

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Fars

Shiraz

16-Nov-19

Fars
Fars
Fars

Shiraz
Shiraz
Shiraz

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Police Forces
(Special Unit)
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
Police Forces
(Special Unit)
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police )
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(NAJA)
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police,
Special Unit),
Plaincloths Forces
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police,
Emdad Unit,
Special Unit)

1093 -01
1077 -01
1077-02
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1079 -01

1082

Fars

Shiraz

Unidentifiable

1083

Fars

Shiraz

Police Forces
(Special Unit)
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1107

1108
1091
1092
1093
1077

1079

1081

1108 -02

1079 -02
1079 -03
1079 -04
1079 -05
1079 -06
1079 -07
1079 -08

1079 -09
1079 -10
1081 -01
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1082 -01
1083 - 01
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Shiraz

Fars

Shiraz

Golestan
Golestan

Gorgan
Gorgan

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Golestan

Gorgan

16-Nov-19

Golestan

Gorgan

16-Nov-19

Isfahan
Isfahan

Isfahan
Isfahan

16-Nov-19
17-Nov-19

Isfahan

Isfahan

17-Nov-19

Isfahan
Isfahan

Isfahan
Isfahan

Isfahan
Isfahan
Kerman
Kerman
Kerman

Yazdanshahr
Yazdanshahr
Sirjan
Sirjan
Sirjan

17-Nov-19
16 – 18 Nov
2019
17-Nov-19
17-Nov-19
15-Nov-19
15-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Kermanshah
Kermanshah
Kermanshah
Kermanshah

Javanroud
Javanroud
Javanroud
Javanroud

17-Nov-19
17-Nov-19
17-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

1085

1086

1111

1016
1020

1022
1024
1025
1142
1067
1068
1114
1232
1233
1234
1238

Police Forces (Ordinary Police, Emdad Unit, Special
Unit), Plaincloths
Forces
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police,
Special Unit),
IRGC
Unidentifiable
Police Forces (Special Unit)

Police Forces
(Ordinary Police,
Special Unit )
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police,
Special Unit),
Plainclothes Forces
Unidentifiable
Police Forces (Special Unit)

Police Forces
(Ordinary Police), Plainclothes
Forces
Unidentifiable
Police Forces (Special Unit)
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Police Forces (Special Unit)
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Ord 1131- 01 inary
Police)

1085 -01
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1086 -01

1111 -01
1111 -02
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1111 -03
1111 -04

1016-01
1020-01
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1022-01

1024-01
1025-01
1142 -1
1142 -2
1067 -01
1068 -01
1114 -01
1127- 01
1127- 02
1234-01
1131- 01
(Not
available
online
anymore)
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Fars

55
Police Forces
(Special Unit)
Police Forces
(Special Unit)
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable

1041-04
1041-05

Unidentifiable

1041-07

17-Nov-19

Unidentifiable

Kermanshah
Kermanshah

18-Nov-19

Police Forces
Unidentifiable

1046- 01
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1048- 01
1049- 01

Kermanshah

Kermanshah

15 – 23 Nov
2019

Plainclothes
Forces

Khuzestan

Abadan

15-23 Nov
2019

Khuzestan
Khuzestan

Ahvaz
Ahvaz

15-Nov-19
15-Nov-19

1179

Khuzestan

Ahvaz

1180

Khuzestan

Ahvaz

1181

Khuzestan
Khuzestan

Ahvaz
Behbahan

16-Nov-19

Khuzestan

Behbahan

16-Nov-19

Khuzestan
Khuzestan
Khuzestan
Khuzestan
Khuzestan

Behbahan
Behbahan
Behbahan
Behbahan
Behbahan

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Khuzestan

Behbahan

16-Nov-19

Hierarchy of Atrocity
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█
1041

Kermanshah

Kermanshah

16-Nov-19

Kermanshah

Kermanshah

16-Nov-19

Kermanshah
Kermanshah

Kermanshah
Kermanshah

16-Nov-19

Kermanshah

Kermanshah

Kermanshah

Kermanshah

Kermanshah
Kermanshah

1046
1048
1049
1050

1096
1174
1176

1216

1217

15 – 18 Nov
2019

1041-02
1041-03

1050- 01
(Not
available
online
anymore)
Basij Forces, other 1096 -01
unidentifiable
forces
1174 -01
Unidentifiable
1176- 01
Police Forces
(Special Unit)
1179 -01
Police Forces
(Special Unit)
1180 -01
Basij Forces
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)
Unidentifiable

Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)
Unidentifiable

1181- 01
1216- 01
1216- 02
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1215-07
1216- 03
1216-04
1216-05
1216-06
1217- 01

56
Behbahan

16-Nov-19

Khuzestan

Behbahan

16-Nov-19

1220

Khuzestan

Behbahan

16-Nov-19

1148

Khuzestan
Khuzestan

Khorramshahr
Mahshahr

15-Nov-19

Khuzestan

Mahshahr

Unidentifiable

1007-02

Khuzestan

Mahshahr

1008-02

Khuzestan

Mahshahr

Khuzestan

Mahshahr

Khuzestan
Khuzestan
Khuzestan

Mahshahr
Mahshahr
Mahshahr

18-Nov-19
18-Nov-19
16 -19 Nov
2019

Police Forces
(Special Unit )
Police Forces
(Special Unit )
Police Forces
(Special Unit )
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
IRGC
(Ground Forces)

1013

Khuzestan

Mahshahr

1015

Khuzestan

Mahshahr

15 – 19 Nov
2019
18-Nov-19

1200

Khuzestan

Shadegan

1029

Khuzestan
Khuzestan
Khuzestan

Marivan
Marivan
Marivan

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Khuzestan
Khuzestan

Marivan
Sanandaj

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Khuzestan
Tehran

Sanandaj
Andisheh

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

1167

Tehran

Andisheh

16-Nov-19

1169
1170

Tehran
Tehran

Andisheh
Andisheh

19-Nov-19
20-Nov-19

1219

1007

1008

1010
1012

1030

Police Forces
(Ordinary Police),
IRGC (Ground
Forces, probably
Saberian Units)
IRGC (Ground
Forces, probably
Saberian Units),
Basij Forces
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable

Unidentifiable
IRGC
(Ground Forces)
IRGC
(Ground Forces)
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Special Unit )
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable

1160

1165

Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Special Unit)
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable

1219-02

1219- 01

1220-01
1148 -01
1007-01

1008-04
1008-05
1010-01
1010-02
1012- 01
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1013-01
1015-01
1200- 01
1029-01
1030-01
1030-02
1030-03
1160-01
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1160-02
1165- 01
1167 -01
1168 -01
1170 -01

█
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Khuzestan

57

Hierarchy of Atrocity
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Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran

Andisheh
Andisheh
Shahriar
Baharestan

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Tehran

Baharestan

16-Nov-19

Tehran

Baharestan

16-Nov-19

Tehran

Baharestan

Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran

Baharestan
Chahardangeh
Chahardangeh
Chahardangeh
Chahardangeh
Eslamshahr
Eslamshahr

Tehran

Shahr-e Qods

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19
16 – 18 Nov
2019
16-Nov-19

Tehran
Tehran

Tehran
Tehran

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police,
Special Unit)

Tehran
Tehran

Tehran
Tehran

16-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

Tehran
Tehran

Tehran
Tehran

16-Nov-19
17-Nov-19

Tehran

Tehran

21-Nov-19

Tehran

Tehran

1187

Tehran
Tehran

Nasim Shahr
Shahriar

17-Nov-19
16-Nov-19

1202

Tehran

Shahriar

16-Nov-19

Tehran

Shahriar

16-Nov-19

Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Special Unit )
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Special Unit )
Police Forces
(Special Unit )
Police Forces
(Emdad Unit or
Special Unit)
Police Forces
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)
Unidentifiable

1171
1246
1184

1185

1186
1189
1120

1192

1073
1115
1115
1116
1117
1119
1125
1129
1136

Basij Forces
Basij Forces
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police)
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police
or Emdad Unit)
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police
or Emdad Unit)
Police Forces
(Ordinary Police,
Emdad Unit)
Unidentifiable
Basij Forces
Basij Forces
Basij Forces
Basij Forces
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Emdad Unit)

1171 -01
1171 -02
1246 -01
1184 -01
118- 01
1185- 02
1186- 01
1189-01
1120 -01
1120 -02
1120 -03
1120 -04
1192- 01
1192- 02
1073 -01
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1115 -01
1115 -02
(Not
available
online
anymore)
1116 -01
1117 -01
1119 -01
1125 -01
1129- 01
1136- 01
1187- 01
1202- 01
1202- 02
1202- 03

1209
1210
1211
1212
1103

Tehran
Tehran

Shahriar
Shahriar

Tehran
Tehran
Tehran
Tehran

Shahriar
Shahriar
Shahriar
Shahriar

West Azerbaijan

Bukan

16 – 18 Nov
2019

Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable

1206- 01
1209- 01

Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Unidentifiable
Police Forces
(Emdad Unit)
Unidentifiable

1210- 01
1210- 02
1211- 01
1212- 01
1103 -01
(Not
available
online
anymore)

4.2. LIST OF GOVERNMENT BODIES AND ARMED
FORCES INVOLVED IN USING FIREARM AGAINST PROTESTORS AND OTHER CIVILIANS BASED ON THE FINDING OF THE OPEN SOURCE INVESTIGATION

Organization

Level

Province

City or District

List of evidence

Leader of the Islamic
National
Republic of Iran and the
Supreme Command of the
Armed forces

Annex 4.1

President of the Islamic
Republic of Iran
Supreme National Security Council
Judiciary

National

Annex 4.1

National

Annex 4.1

National

Annex 4.1

The Ministry of Interior
& The Supreme National
Security Council
Ministry of Intelligence

National

Annex 4.1

National

Annex 4.1

8

The Police (NAJA)

National

Annex 4.1

9
10
11

IRGC

National

Annex 4.1

The IRGC's Intelligence

National

Annex 4.1

The Joint Staff of the
National
Islamic Republic of Iran
Army & Supreme National
Security Council

Annex 4.1

2
3
4
5
6
7

█
█
Hierarchy of Atrocity

1206

58

59
12

The Tehran Provincial
Government

Provincial

Tehran

13

The Alborz Provincial
Government

Provincial

Alborz

14

The Fars Provincial Government

Provincial

Fars

15

The Khuzestan Provincial
Government

Provincial

Khuzestan

16

The Kerman Provincial
Government
The Basij Organisation

Provincial

Kerman

Hierarchy of Atrocity

█
█

17
18
19

National

The Supreme National
National
Security Council
The Special Units of Iran’s National
Police

1165, 1167,
1169, 1170,
1171, 1246,
1184, 1185,
1186, 1189,
1120, 1192,
1073, 1115,
1116, 1117,
1119, 1125,
1129, 1136,
1187, 1202,
1206, 1209,
1210, 1211,
1212
1153, 1155,
1075, 1054,
1056, 1057,
1058, 1060,
1061, 1062,
1063
1091, 1092,
1093, 1077,
1079, 1081,
1082, 1083,
1085, 1086
1096, 1174,
1176, 1179,
1180, 1181,
1216, 1217,
1219, 1220,
1148, 1007,
1008, 1010,
1012, 1013,
1015, 1200
1067, 1068,
1114
Annex 4.1
Annex 4.1
1056, 1063,
1098-3,
1107, 1108-2,
1079-1, 10794, 1079-8,
1081-1, 1083,
1085-1, 10861, 1111-2,
1111-3, 1111-4,
1020-1, 1025,
1114, 10412, 1041-3,
1176-1, 11791, 1008-2,
1008-4,
1008-5,
1030-2, 11651, 1115, 1117,
1125, 1129,
1136,

60

Police

21

The IRGC’s ground forces

National

Khuzestan

22 The IRGC

Provincial Khuzestan

23 The IRGC
24 The police of west Tehran

City

Khuzestan

District

Tehran

province

Mahshahr,
Behbahan,
Shadewgan
Abadan, Ahvaz, Mahshahr,
Behbahan,
Shadewgan
Mahshahr
Andisheh,
Baharestan,
Shahr-e Qods
and Shahriar

1056, 1063,
1098-3,
1107, 1108-2,
1079-1, 10794, 1079-8,
1081-1, 1083,
1085-1, 10861, 1111-2,
1111-3, 1111-4,
1020-1, 1025,
1114, 10412, 1041-3,
1176-1, 11791, 1008-2,
1008-4,
1008-5,
1030-2, 11651, 1115, 1117,
1125, 1129,
1136,
1219, 1012,
1015, 1200
1096, 1180,
1219, 1012,
1015, 1200
1012, 1015
Andisheh:
1165, 1167,
Baharestan:
1184, 1185,
1186, 1189
Shahriar:
1202, 1212

25
26
27

28

District

Tehran

Andisheh

Shahr-e
Qods: 1073
1165

CIty

Tehran

Shahr-e Qods

1073

CIty

Tehran

Shahr-e Qods

1073

CIty

Tehran

Shahr-e Qods

1073

CIty

Tehran

Shahr-e Qods

1073

CIty
Qods City &The City Security Council
The Sirjan Governorate & CIty
The City Security Council

Tehran

Shahr-e Qods

1073

Kerman

Sirjan

1067, 1068

The Special Units of
Police of West Tehran
Province
Shahr-e Qods City Governorate & The City Security
Council
Shahr-e Qods Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Shahr-e Qods Municipality
The Basij Organisation

29
30 The police of Shahr-e
31

█
█
Hierarchy of Atrocity

20 The Special Units of Iran’s National

61

Hierarchy of Atrocity

█
█

32 The IRGC & The City Se-

Sirjan

1067, 1068

33

CIty
Kerman
curity Council
The police of Sirjan City & CIty
Kerman
The City Security Council
The police of Alborz prov- Provincial Alborz
ince

Sirjan

1067, 1067

Karaj

The IRGC & The Province
Security Council
The Special Units of Police
The Police & The City
Security Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council

Provincial Alborz

Meshkin
Dasht
Karaj

1054-1, 10542, 1067-1,
1063
1075-1, 10752
1067-1, 1063

City

Alborz

Karaj

1067-1, 1064

City

Alborz

Karaj

39 The Basij Organisation

City

Alborz

Karaj

40 The Police & The City

City

Alborz

Shahriar

41

City

Fars

Shiraz

42 The Mahshahr Governor-

City

Khuzestan

Mahshahr

43

City

Khuzestan

Mahshahr

44 Mahshahr Public and

City

Khuzestan

Mahshahr

1054, 1056,
1057, 1058,
1060, 1061,
1062, 1063
1075-1, 10752
120201,
1202-02
1079-01,
1079-03,
1079-04,
1079-05,
1079-07,
1079-08,
1079-09,
1081-01,
1083-01,
1085-01,
1086-01
1007, 1008,
1010, 1012,
1013, 1015
1008-02,
1008-04,
1008-5
1007, 1008,
1010, 1012,
1013, 1015

45

city

Isfahan

Isfahan

34
35
36
37
38

46
47
48

Security Council
The police of Shiraz City

ate & The City Security
Council
The police of Mahshahr
City

Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Isfahan Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The Province
Security Council

Provincial Alborz

Provincial Isfahan

The police of Isfahan
Provincial Isfahan
province
IsfahanPublic and Revolu- City
Isfahan
tionary Prosecutor's Office
&The City Security Counc

Isfahan

1016, 1020,
1022, 1024,
1025
1016, 1020,
1022, 1024,
1025, 1141
1020, 1022,
1025
1016, 1020,
1022, 1024,
1025

49 The Marivan Governor-

City

Kurdestan

Marivan

1029, 1030

█
█

50

City

Kurdestan

Marivan

1029, 1030

City

Kurdestan

Marivan

1030-02 and
1029
1041, 1046,
1048,1049
1050
1232, 1233,
1234, 1238,
1041, 1046,
1048,1049
1050
1232, 1233,
1234, 1238,
1046,
1048,1049
1051
1041, 1046,
1048,1049
1050

Hierarchy of Atrocity

62

51
52
53

ate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council
The police & The City
Security Council
The Kermanshah Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The Province
Security Council

City

Kermanshah

Provincial Kermanshah

54 The police & The Province Provincial Kermanshah
Security Council

55

56

57

58

59

Kermanshah Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Isfahan Governorate & The City Security
Council

City

Kermanshah

Kermanshah

City

Alborz

Karaj

The Karaj Public and Rev- City
olutionary Prosecutor's
Office &The City Security
Council
The Sirjan Public and
City
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Shiraz Governorate & City
The City Security Council

Alborz

Karaj

Kerman

Sirjan

Fars

Shiraz

60 The IRGC & The Province Provincial Fars

Sadra, Shiraz

61

Security Council

62

The Shiraz Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Special Units of Police of Shiraz

City

Fars

Shiraz

City

Fars

Shiraz

1054, 1056,
1057, 1058,
1060, 1061,
1062, 1063
1054, 1056,
1057, 1058,
1060, 1061,
1062, 1064
1067, 1068

1077, 1079,
1081, 1082,
1083, 1085,
1086
1091, 1092,
1093, 1077,
1079, 1081,
1082, 1083,
1085, 1086
1077, 1079,
1081, 1082,
1083, 1085,
1086
1079-01,
1079-04,
1079-08,
1081-01,
1083-01,
1085-01,
1086-01

█
█

63 The Bushehr Governor-

City

Bushehr

Bushehr

1098, 1099,
1100

Hierarchy of Atrocity

63

64

Provincial Bushehr

Bushehr

Provincial Bushehr

Bushehr

City

Bushehr

Bushehr

1098, 1099,
1101
1098, 1099,
1102
1098, 1099,
1103

City

Chaharmahal Shahr-e Kord
and Bakhtiari

1107

Provincial Chaharmahal Shahr-e Kord
and Bakhtiari
City
Chaharmahal Shahr-e Kord
and Bakhtiari

1107

City

Chaharmahal Shahr-e Kord
and Bakhtiari

1107

City

1107

City

Chaharmahal Shahr-e Kord
and Bakhtiari
Khuzestan
Abadan

City

Khuzestan

Abadan

1096

City

Khuzestan

Abadan

1096

City

Khuzestan

Abadan

1096

East
Azarbayejan
Provincial East
Azarbayejan
Provincial East
Azarbayejan
City
East
Azarbayejan

Tabriz

1108

Tabriz

1108

Tabriz

1108

Tabriz

1108

City

Golestan

Gorgan

1111

City

Golestan

Gorgan

1111

City

Golestan

Gorgan

1111

65
66

67
68
69
70

71
72
73
74
75

76
77
78
79

80
81
82

ate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The Province
Security Council
The police & The Province
Security Council
The Bushehr Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Shahr-e Kord Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The Province
Security Council
The police of Shahr-E
Kord City & The City Security Council
The Shahr-E Kord Public
and Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Special Units of Police of the Shahr-E Kord
The Abadan Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council
The police of Abadan
City & The City Security
Council
The Abadan Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Tabriz Governorate &
The City Security Council
The IRGC & The Province
Security Council
The Police & The Province
Security Council
The Tabriz Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Gorgan Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council
The Police & The City
Security Council

City

1107

1096

83 The Special Units of Po-

Provincial East
Azarbayejan

Tabriz

1108-1

█
█

84

City

Golestan

Gorgan

1111

City

Kerman

Kerman

1114

Hierarchy of Atrocity

64

85
86
87

88

lice of East Azarbayejan
Province
The Gorgan Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Kerman Governorate & The City Security
Council
The Police & The Provinc
Security Council
The Kerman Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Tehran Governorate & The City Security
Council

Provincial Kerman
City

Kerman

Kerman, Sirjan 1067, 1068,
1114
Kerman
1114

City

Tehran

Tehran

Isfahan

1115, 1116,
1117, 1119,
1125, 1129,
1136
Andisheh,
1165, 1167,
Shahriar,
1169, 1170,
Baharestan,
1171, 1246,
Chahardangeh, 1184, 1185,
Eslamshahr,
1186, 1189,
Nasim Shahr
1120, 1192,
1073, 1115,
1116, 1117,
1119, 1125,
1129, 1136,
1187, 1202,
1206, 1209,
1210, 1211,
1212
Andisheh,
1165, 1167,
Shahriar,
1169, 1170,
Baharestan,
1171, 1246,
Chahardangeh, 1184, 1185,
Eslamshahr,
1186, 1189,
Nasim Shahr
1120, 1192,
1073, 1115,
1116, 1117,
1119, 1125,
1129, 1136,
1187, 1202,
1206, 1209,
1210, 1211,
1212
Tehran
1115, 1116,
1117, 1119,
1125, 1129,
1136
Yazdanshashr 1142

Isfahan

Yazdanshashr

89 The IRGC

Provincial Tehran

90 The Police & The Provinc

Provincial Tehran

Security Council

91

92
93

The Tehran Public and
City
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Najaf Abad GoverCity
norate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The City SeCity
curity Council

Tehran

1142

65

Hierarchy of Atrocity

█
█

94 The Police & The City

City

Isfahan

Yazdanshashr

1142

95

City

Isfahan

Yazdanshashr

1142

City

Khuzestan

Khorramshahr 1148

City

Khuzestan

Khorramshahr 1148

City

Khuzestan

Khorramshahr 1148

City

Khuzestan

Khorramshahr 1148

City

Alborz

Fardis

1153, 1155

City

Alborz

Fardis

1153, 1155

City

Alborz

Fardis

1153, 1155

City

Alborz

Fardis

1153, 1155

City

Kurdestan

Sanandaj

1160

City

Kurdestan

Sanandaj

1160

City

Kurdestan

Sanandaj

1160

City

Kurdestan

Sanandaj

1160

City

Khuzestan

Ahvaz

City

Khuzestan

Ahvaz

110 The AhvazPublic and Rev- City

Khuzestan

Ahvaz

1174, 1176,
1179, 1180,
1181
1174, 1176,
1179, 1180,
1181
1174, 1176,
1179, 1180,
1182

City

Tehran

Shahriar

City

Tehran

Shahriar

96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103

104
105
106
107

108

Security Council
The Najaf Abad Public
and Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Khorramshahr Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council
The Police & The City
Security Council
The Khorramshahr Public
and Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Fardis Governorate &
The City Security Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council
The Police & The City
Security Council
The Fardis Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Sanandaj Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council
The Police & The City
Security Council
The Sanandaj Public and
Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Ahvaz Governorate &
The City Security Council

109 The Police & The City
Security Council

olutionary Prosecutor's
Office &The City Security
Council
111 The Shahriar Governorate & The City Security
Council
112 The IRGC & The City Security Council

1202, 1206,
1209, 1210,
1211, 1212
1202, 1206,
1209, 1210,
1211, 1213
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City

Tehran

Shahriar

1202, 1206,
1209, 1210,
1211, 1213

114

City

Tehran

Baharestan

1184, 1185,
1186, 1189

City

Tehran

Baharestan

City

Tehran

Baharestan

City

Tehran

Baharestan

1184, 1185,
1186, 1190
1184, 1185,
1186, 1190
1184, 1185,
1186, 1190

City

Tehran

Eslamshahr

1192

City

Tehran

Eslamshahr

1192

City

Tehran

Eslamshahr

1192

City

Tehran

Eslamshahr

1192

City

Khuzestan

Shadegan

1200

City

Khuzestan

Shadegan

1200

City

Khuzestan

Shadegan

1200

City

Khuzestan

Shadegan

1200

City

Khuzestan

Behbahan

1216, 1217,
1219, 1220

City

Khuzestan

Behbahan

City

Khuzestan

Behbahan

City
and Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
130 The Javanroud Governor- City
ate & The City Security
Council
131 The IRGC & The City Se- City
curity Council

Khuzestan

Behbahan

1219-01,
1219-02
1216-01,
1216-06,
1219-02,
1220
1216, 1217,
1219, 1220

Kermanshah

Javanroud

1232, 1233,
1234, 1238

Kermanshah

Javanroud

1232, 1233,
1234, 1238

115
116
117

118
119
120
121

122
123
124
125

126
127
128

Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Baharestan Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council
The Police & The City
Security Council
The Baharestan Public
and Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Eslamshahr Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council
The Police & The City
Security Council
The Eslamshahr Public
and Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Shadegan Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council
The Police & The City
Security Council
The Shadegan Public
and Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council
The Behbahan Governorate & The City Security
Council
The IRGC & The City Security Council
The Police & The City
Security Council

129 The Behabahan Public

█
█
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113 The Shahriar Public and
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█
█

132 The Police & The City

Security Council
133 The Javanroud Public
and Revolutionary Prosecutor's Office &The City
Security Council

City

Kermanshah

Javanroud

1131-01

City

Kermanshah

Javanroud

1232, 1233,
1234, 1238

█
█
Hierarchy of Atrocity

4.3. THE ORGANOGRAM OF THE IRANIAN
GOVERNMENT’S INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED IN THE
NOVEMBER 2019 ATROCITIES
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